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Nothing ever happened the way they all planned it.
Nothing ever happened the way they expected.
!
! They wanted a king;
! ! they got a slave.
! They wanted a warrior;
! ! they got a slap in the face.
! They wanted a banquet;
! ! they got bread and wine.

Nothing was like they ever thought it would be.
 

And then,
! here at the end of the meal;
! here at what felt like the end of everything;
! here they saw him kneeling down,
! ! ready to wash them clean.

And it was just too much,
! too much to bear.
! ! "Get up Lord;
! ! please get up off the floor.
! ! ! We cannot stand to see you down there,
! ! ! ! when you should be on a throne,
! ! ! ! when you should be at the head of an army.
! Let us wash your feet.
! Let us serve you."
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But kneel down he does.
! "Unless I wash you,
! ! you have no share with me."
This is the way it has to be.
This is the only way.
! ! ! And you're just going to have to get used to it...

And so they let it happen.
! Who knows how they felt about it.
! Who knows if any of them were ever ok with it.
! ! But they sat there,
! ! they sat there and watched
! ! ! as their Lord washed their feet,
! ! ! as their master became a servant to them.

Nothing ever happened the way they all planned it.

In our reading from 1st Corinthians,
! Paul tells us the same story we hear in the Gospel.
! ! Bread and wine;
! ! body and blood:
! ! new covenant poured out.

And as often as we do this,
! we do it in remembrance of Jesus.
“As often as we eat this bread
! and drink the cup,
! ! we proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes.”

! ! ! We proclaim the Lord’s death.
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I don’t like proclaiming death.
! I want to shout new life.
! I want to share new life.
! I want to live new life.

But nothing ever happens the way we plan it.

The twelve wanted to ignore death;
they wanted victory
and they wanted Jesus to lead them there.

! ! But instead he knelt down
! ! and he washed their feet.
! ! ! He humbled himself
! ! ! and he showed them what it meant to be alive.

He showed them that living
! sometimes means letting things die:
! ! old ways,
! ! old hopes,
! ! old fears.
! ! ! ! Letting them all die,
! ! ! ! ! so that we can find a new way to live,
! ! ! ! ! so that new life can make its way to us.
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We all know the truth of this,
! the hard truth that makes it clear
! ! that sometimes the only way forward
! ! ! is into the one place we’ve always been most afraid of.

We all know the truth
! that the past can hold us back
! and our desire for a certain kind of victory can lead us to defeat.

But Jesus was telling them
! that defeat can lead to victory
! and that accepting death can lead to new life.

It’s not what I want to hear;
! but it is the truth.

Sometimes life can look an awful lot like dying.
! And new life almost always
! ! means the death of what we had before. 

Imagine.
Imagine what they thought as he knelt at their feet.
Imagine what they remembered the next day
! and the day after that.

Imagine what it meant to them
! to think of him kneeling on the floor,
! showing them what it meant to serve,
! ! to think of that as they saw him lifted up,
! ! ! onto a cross.

Nothing ever happened the way they all planned it.
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But imagine what you would do.
! How would it change you?
! Who would you want to become?
! Who would you tell?

If you remembered your master kneeling down
! on his way to the cross...

What would you do with the rest of your days,

! ! if you remembered that death was not the end

! ! ! and that life always comes out of the tomb?
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